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Fear Before “March” into Foreign Territory
Coming into their fourth full-length album,

Colorado art-core vets, Fear Before the March of
Flames, decided it was time to make a name for them-

selves, or at least a new name.   With their previous two releases, 2004’s Art Damage
and 2006’s The Always Open Mouth, Fear
Before the March of Flames had cement-
ed their place as an up and coming band
with ambition and direction to burn.  So
when the band curtailed their name in
early September, settling on Fear Before
,many fans were left scratching their
heads.  Bassist Mike Madruga explained
in a press release the long version of the
name as a challenge that the band feels
they have met over the last three albums.
“The long version of the name was good
for us in the beginning because it was
interesting and stood out. It paralleled our
mentality of playing the music we were
writing because we told ourselves, 'If we
can pull off having this name, we had bet-
ter be able to pull off the music we were
writing.' The new album is 10 strong
songs, no fillers or tag-ons... and we want
the band name to replicate that.”  Moving
on as Fear Before the band's self-titled
new album, like each new release in their
history, is vastly different than the one
before it, only this time the change is
more than just in the sound, but in every aspect of
the approach.

From the first verse of the opening track,
“Treeman”, Fear Before sounds different than any-
thing the Colorado five piece has every done.  Vocalist David Marion, known for his
guttural larynx-shredding scream, is, instead, toned down and mixed in amongst layers
of vocals.  It doesn't take long for Marion to return to form, sounding like the twisted
ringleader of some fucked up circus sideshow later in the track.  While “Treeman” is
the opening track, it outs the new Fear Before philosophy: more is more. Where Art
Damage saw the band on a relentless hardcore tear, and Mouth showed the guys matur-
ing their previous sound with synths, layers, and, most of all, moments to breathe, the
self-titled album is Fear Before doing their best to move away those previous records.

In some cases, Fear Before sounds totally different. At other times, “The March of
Flames” still burns through. The combination may take time to grow on long-time fans,
but in the end, new and old alike should give Fear Before a shot. 

Dense is the word to describe Fear Before.  The album, produced by Casey
Bates, is ten tracks chock full of erratic instruments,
gang vocals, lingering synths, samples, and creepy
background noises constantly playing tricks as they
pan from one speaker to another.  Early songs on the
album like “I'm Fine Today” and the album's first
single “Fear Before Doesn't Listen to People Who
Don't Like Them” show off Marion’s and
guitarist/vocalist Adam Fisher’s twisting, turning
vocals.  Since the screaming has been turned down,
the haunting prose of the two is finally decipherable,
proving the new direction is no more mainstream
than the old one.  With that said, there are some
cringe-worthy moments, like Fisher singing “No one
understands me/ No one understands” on “Bad Day”
or Marion on the whiney beginning of “Stay Weird”
(an awesome track after that, by the way). Fear
Before also hosts a few guest appearances from other
bands like The Fall of Troy, Heavy Heavy Low Low,
and Portugal. the Man ( PTM appear on one of my
personal favs “Everything's Not Shitty”). The
album's biggest surprise is the fifth track,
“Jabberwocky”, (where's Mario Lopez?) where Fear
Before go *GASP!* acoustic. The track has Marion
and Fisher going back and forth over a spiraling
verse line, ending in an infectious one-liner, “That's

what I'm afraid of these days”.  “Jabberwocky” snaps
back into Fear Before norm with new drummer
Clayton Holyoak pounding out the path.

Fear Before holds true to their word.  The new
album mirrors the band’s name change.  Dense, concise, and, at times, confusing Fear
Before is an effort with no trepidation or panic in terms of blazing a new trail.  If you're
a long time fan, give the album a chance. If you're new to Fear Before, go right ahead
and pick this album up first.   For Fear Before, there is no better way to start the next
chapter than cutting the fat and adding raw musical muscle, change is their game and
once again they've found a way to win.  

By JAKE SCALICI
Entertainment Editor

"We wanted that darker, creepier vibe."
-David Marion

Vote for Obama! All the Cool Celebrities are
Doing It!

It's not surprising that Obama has won over the hearts of many popular
Hollywood celebrities, as he has with much of the
younger American generation. After all, the possible
future president almost rates at celebrity status, him-
self. Why would young celebs vote for someone who
is old (very, very old) news? 

We all know that Obama's speeches make
Oprah “cry her eyelashes off”, but she's not the only
Obama advocate. It seems all of young Hollywood
has become active in promoting Obama. Black Eyed
Peas' Will.i.am even created a music video inspired
by a speech Obama gave after Clinton's loss in New
Hampshire, and Bruce Springsteen and Billy Joel
took to the stage on October 8th to rouse support for
the democrat. The duo received their biggest
applause after performing “Hail to the Chief”, the
official song of the American President, in honor of
Obama. Springsteen devoted his classic “Born to
Run” to the Democratic candidate and he recently
finished a three-day, free tour in support of him.
Jennifer Aniston also donated 2, 300 big bucks to
Obama's campaign, along with Robert De Niro who
endorsed Obama at a New Jersey fundraiser. De Niro
,defended the candidate against allegations of inexpe-
rience, saying that a candidate who hadn't gotten his
country into war had "the kind of inexperience I can
get used to." The comedian Chris Rock introduced
the senator at an event in Harlem, not too far from the
Clinton campaign headquarters, and has donated
$4,600 to Obama's campaign. Samuel L. Jackson
even skipped the Academy Awards to campaign for Obama, claiming, "We need some-
body the world relates to in a very real kind of way.” 

Scarlett Johansson sang in the "Yes We Can" video, has campaigned in Iowa,
and even joked she was "engaged to Barack Obama." Ben Affleck and wife, Jennifer
Garner, threw a fancy fundraiser for Obama, and Affleck, along with Matt Damon, was
a judge for MoveOn.org's "Obama in 30 Seconds" competition. George Clooney is a self-

proclaimed “Obama Guy” and says the democrat has the "aura of a rock star." Although
he says celebrity endorsements can do “more harm than
good”, Clooney appeared with Obama at a panel on
Darfur in '06. The Kennedy Women are also pro-Obama.
Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg caused a frenzy claiming
that Obama would be "a president like my father" in the
New York Times. Her cousin, Maria Shriver, is voting
for Obama, despite her McCain-fan husband. Oprah is,
of course, Obama's number one fan, and he is the first
candidate she has endorsed in her entire career. Along
with campaigning with the senator, she threw a celebri-
ty fundraiser at her California home which collected
about three million dollars. Other celebrities known for
their pro-Obama attitude include Jessica Alba, George
Lucas, Star Jones, Susan Sarandon, Anne Hathaway,
Sheryl Crow, Spike Lee, Jennifer Hudson, Steven
Spielberg, and Jennifer Lopez. 

So which celebrities are voting republican
this year? Almost none of them, unless you include miss
Heidi Montag, who is good friends with McCain's own
wannabe-celebrity daughter. However, the list of young,
popular celebrities voting republican this year begins
with Heidi and end with Heidi. McCain, enthralled by
his impressive Hollywood following, has admitted, “I
never miss an episode of The Hills.” Even those celebri-
ties who gave money to the Republican Party years
before are not voting for McCain. Besides Heidi
Montag, McCain has collected checks from Dean Cain
(Superman), James Caan (Godfather I and II), Jon
Voight (Midnight Cowboy), Lou Ferrigno (The

Incredible Hulk), Adam Carolla (The Man Show), Angie Harmon (Law & Order), and
Victoria Jackson (Saturday Night Live).

This upcoming election, it is obvious who has won Hollywood's vote. Because
celebrity actions have such an impact on the younger generation of voters, it clearly
works in Obama's favor. Unfortunately for McCain, Heidi Montag may just not be
enough.

By RAE McCue
Staff Writer


